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we recently revised our laptop and windows tablet testing suite, so our pool of comparison systems for the pro 8 is a little limited compared with what it would have been a year ago. (many of those older laptops and tablets are long gone from pc labs and could not be
retested.) we did pull together, however, some late-model windows tablets (including the thinkpad x12 mentioned earlier), and a couple of non-detachable 2-in-1s and a key clamshell (the thinkpad x1 carbon gen 9, outfitted similarly to the pro 8 at a slightly higher price). also
in the mix are the surface laptop studio (high-end!) and surface go 3 (low-end!) introduced alongside the pro 8. here's a summary of the specs of our test lot.. sleeping better means having a better night's sleep. cut out junk food, alcohol, and other foods you know contribute

to poor sleep, and try to reduce caffeine to help you wind down before bed. cut out naps, and try to get to bed about the same time every night. if possible, try to wake up and go to bed at the same time every day. if you must nap, do it early in the day and make sure its
short. if you need a little extra caffeine to get you going in the morning, try green tea instead of coffee, or espresso instead of regular coffee. make sure you know what time it is in other time zones, because not only will you wake up early, youll have trouble staying asleep

once you go to bed. one of the best things you can do for yourself is to find a good job, and make sure you have a good work-life balance. any major changes to your schedule or your job can throw your routine off, and stress you out. the key is to have a good routine, so you
dont have to worry about scheduling things around your job. find a flexible schedule that works with your family needs, and then try to keep that schedule to a minimum. youll be much happier if you cannt go to the office at 9 every morning because you have to make your

kid lunch, or because you have to pick him up from school. if your schedule is already set, try to go to bed earlier and wake up earlier if you can. get eight hours of sleep, and limit caffeine and alcohol, as they disrupt your sleep cycle. its also important to exercise regularly. it
makes you feel good, reduces stress and has lots of other benefits.
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even those of you who do own a ds can find little to recommend about this game. it'd be nice if it were possible to take your pokmon with you, but unfortunately your little furry friends are a little too small to fit on the small screens. it's a little odd to try and tell pokmon you've
hatched them by zapping them all over your tv screen, or control them when you're running around with your hands full, but other than that the interface is perfectly functional. and then there's all the attention-spamming, pointless and confusing adverts that the game wants

to foist upon you. anna the receptionist doesn't have to be annoying and could just say she's pokad in a slightly different voice. it's just not the done thing. just once, i'd like to see a game developer do something nice, rather than get maximum publicity out of a one-time
mistake (hello, fire emblem). other than that, the game's little revolution is definitely a bust. somebody told me you can make your own video games in a browser. people with a clear vision and a penchant for code can build interactive games, apps, and other interactive

experiences using game engines like unity, and this is definitely the future of games. you can now create the games you play on your windows, your apple, or your android device and play them while logged into any web browser. this is because browser games are not limited
to playing inside a desktop. they can run in pretty much any device from a mobile phone to a smartwatch, and there are many different technologies available which can create powerful games. the results have been amazing. it's great to think that you can now play games

on your laptop without having to push a console (and pay more for that privilege). the fact that we can do this on the web makes it much easier for everyone to play and play for free. this is a great way to run pre-launch marketing promotions, even if your game is not open to
the public yet. it is a way to get feedback and make more polished versions of the game. also, if you're working in a team, you can check in each others' progress very easily by playing a web game version. 5ec8ef588b
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